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The BlackBerry Bold is one of the series of the line of Smart Phones developed by a Canada based
company naming Research in Motion. The Black Berry Bold phones are distinctive from the other
ones, because of having a piano like QWERTY keypad, they posses more premium keyboard styles
than the usual curve series, the messaging capability of BlackBerry bolds is also distinct having the
typical BlackBerryâ€™s features as compared to the other phones. BlackBerry boldâ€™s as compared to
other versions are quite expensive, because of having some premium materials like carbon, leather,
metal, soft touch etc; unlike the phones which are usually plastic and glossy, Besides these things,
BlackBerry Boldâ€™s also have distinctive features,. Some of the BlackBerry bolds are listed as follows.

BlackBerry Bold 9900, is one of the series of the BlackBerryâ€™s bold, and includes the features like,
the Ultra easy QWERTY keyboard having optical track pad, Easier and Faster experience along
with Internet browsing, it has thin design having 1.2 GHz CPU, it has support for high speed up to
4G or HSPA and networks, the phone have a built in compass having the support for the location
based services, it also provide support of Near Field Communications (NFC). The technical
specifications of the 9900 version includes, 8GB internal memory along with the microSD card
expandable up to 32GB, it has 2.8 inch display screen having resolution of 640x480x287, 1.2 GHz
of processor, it has 5.0 MP camera along with 720p HD of video recording, Support of Bluetooth,
Dual band Wireless, along with GPS support. The market price of BlackBerry Bold 9900, around
Rs.32, 290/-INR

The BlackBerry Bold 2 9700, is the second most phone in the series of BlackBerry Boldâ€™s, it is
considered as a sophisticated and powerful 3G Smartphone, having a touch sensitive track pad.
This version of BlackBerry Smartphone provides its users the support for 3G HSDAPA networks all
over the world and also equipped with 624 MHz processor as well as 256 MB of on-board flash
memory, just enhancing the performance of the next generation. The BlackBerry Bold 9700 has full
QWERTY keypad having 2.6 inch of display screen, a memory which is expandable up to 16GB. To
be more regal it comes with dark chrome frame and leather back. The price of BlackBerry Bold 2
9700, in the Indian market is around Rs.31, 990/-INR.

The third Smartphone in the series of BlackBerry is the BlackBerry Bold 9930 version, this version
comes with touch screen TFT LCD display, QWERTY keypad, posses the organizer option which
includes voice recorder, calculator, world clock, alarm, unit converter etc; it has a Bluetooth
connectivity having Micro USB port, it also supports video and music player along with multi format.
The price of BlackBerry Bold 9930 is of around 26,000/-INR.
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